tious diseases was originally proposed by Paul Ehrlich, one of the founding fathers of immunology and of the basis of antiinfective therapy [1] . These "magic" compounds should have been able to target microbes without harming the infected host. Actually, this concept is the mainstay of antiinfective therapy, as we still know it today. What Dr. Ehrlich did not and could not foresee was the microbial ability of using "magic tricks" against therapeutic compounds, that is, of developing resistance mechanisms. This is true for all groups of pathogens and all classes of antiinfective drugs, making the need of reliable alternatives everyday more compelling [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Since their first description in 1975 [6] , monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) have been depicted as ideal "magic bullets" due to their extremely specific mode of action, associated with an extreme biotechnological versatility [7] . A mAb with potential therapeutic utility should fulfill at least the following three conditions: (i) specific binding to the molecular target by the antigen-binding fragment (Fab) domain, (ii) effective, but controlled, effector functions activated by binding of the constant crystallizable fragment (Fc) region to specific receptors of immune cells, and (iii) good pharmacokinetic characteristics. The first mAbs were exclusively of animal (murine) origin, with dramatic potential drawbacks in terms of high immunogenicity, short half-life, and low capacity of activating Fc-mediated effector functions when administered to patients. These potential and sometimes actual problems were addressed by engineering the constant regions of an antibody molecule leading first to chimeric (originally murine mAbs with a human Fc fragment) and then to humanized (all human mAbs, only keeping the complementarity determining regions (CDRs) of the original mouse mAbs) antibodies [8] . In the last two decades, novel techniques allowed the possibility of dissecting directly the human "antibodyome, " allowing the selection of fully human mAbs [8] . Different approaches aimed at the regulation of the Fc-mediated effector functions have also been described [9] . Several of these "novel" mAbs are finding or will find their way into the clinics in the next few years [9] .
However, almost all of the licensed therapeutic mAbs are directed against nonmicrobial antigens and are used in autoimmune or neoplastic diseases [9] . Several factors may have contributed to such a "minority report" in the use of mAbs as anti-infectious agents, such as the availability of effective drugs or prophylactic strategies, the extreme variability and complexity of most of the surface-expressed microbial antigens, especially in more evolved microbial pathogens, such as bacteria, fungi, and parasites [10, 11] .
In this special issue of Clinical and Developmental Immunology, all these aspects are covered by six review articles and four research articles discussing the possible use of human and humanized mAbs against bacterial, viral, and fungal diseases. The different phases of the development of a mAb are discussed, starting from the identification of a potentially effective microbial target and the choice of the potentially most fruitful biotechnological strategy, to importantly the final characterization of each selected mAb. As 2 Clinical and Developmental Immunology an example, in the paper by M. Castelli et al., the use of bioinformatic tools in the definition of a mAb epitope is widely discussed, evidencing their possible important application in the novel field of epitope-based vaccinology [12, 13] . The use of mAbs endowed with different biological activities in the study of novel approaches in the investigation of clinically important "emerging" pathogens is also considered, as in the review article by R. A. Diotti et al. intriguingly proposing a novel mAb-based perspective in the study of JCV-associated progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy [14] .
We are certain that the readers of this special issue will find several interesting points of discussion in the published papers, even if not working on the specific microbiological topics discussed. They will certainly agree with us that it is time to rediscover Ehrlich's "magic" in the use of mAbs as anti-infectious agents and that some effective novel antiinfectious "bullets" may find their way into the clinics very soon.
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